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Tea for two. That's what it's all about, right? So how come every recipe you pick up says "serves 4
to 6"? Or more! What do you do when you want macaroni and cheese, but don't want to be
reheating it for three nights? Or a couple of cookies, but don't want to be tempted by two dozen
sitting on the counter all week?Creative cookbook authors and cooks Bruce Weinstein and Mark
Scarbrough have all the answers in Cooking for Two.Brimming with 120 smaller-serving, big-taste
recipes,Cooking for Two offers cooks familiar favorites such as PastaBolognese, Chicken Pot Pie,
and Mushroom Barley Soup, as well as new dishes for today's tastes like Pork Satay Salad and
Snapper Fillets SautÃ©ed with Orange and Pecans. Simply cutting down larger recipes leads to
wasted ingredients. But Bruce and Mark have developed each recipe so you buy only what you
need, and use all of what you buy. Instead of opening a can of vegetable stock only to use three
tablespoons, use the liquid the dried mushrooms have soaked in. If an onion is too large for a
recipe, chop a shallot instead. The dessert chapters are filled with cookies, puddings, and cakes, all
designed for two servings. Small-batch baking requires strict attention to detail. A regular egg can
be too big for a small batch of six cookies, so they suggest quail eggs or the easy-to-find
pasteurized egg substitutes, which you can measure out in tablespoons.Truly a cookbook for
everyday use, each recipe is labeled as quick (ready in minutes with minimal cooking), moderate
(requires a bit more preparation or cooking), or leisurely (perfect for quiet celebrations or weekend
meals) to help you decide which dish best fits into your day. With ingredient and equipment guides,
as well as tips on how to stock your pantry to avoid those
there's-nothing-in-the-house-so-let's-go-out moments, Cooking for Two will surely become the
cookbook you reach for every night of the week.It's just two perfect.
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I saw this cookbook in a bookstore and knew I had to have it. I love to cook and have done so for
years but had gotten into a rut by cooking the same 10 things all the time. After all, most recipes will
feed an army and it takes days to eat the end result (or it would end up forgotten in the freezer or
worse still, in the trash). It got truly discouraging as even halfing most recipes still makes too much
for a single or double household. Using this cookbook has encouraged me to make something
different all the time and to use ingredients I did not use in those 10 repetitious dishes. While almost
all the ingredients can be found in today's supermarkets, when they can't, then an occasional trip to
a speciality store can be fun and, once an ingredient such as curry paste is purchased, then it's
there for the next time. Another nice thing about the recipes is that the dishes, by being just enough
for two, gives me a dinner and a lunch for work and NO leftovers!!! And once cooked, the dishes
look, taste and smell so special (think about that good old standby, tuna and noodle casserole but
with artichoke hearts!).Goodness, who knew they even published cookbooks for singles or doubles.
Anyway, once I got back to a computer after leaving the bookstore, I checked to see if .com had
other "cooking for one or two" cookbooks. They do so I ordered this book and a couple others that
day but this is my favorite! I've tried about half of the recipes so far and all are keepers. A minor
note for those using whole grains/pasta: when a recipe (whether from this book or any other) calls
for uncooked white rice, I cook brown rice 1/2 the time with 1/2 the water needed to fully cook, then
add it to the recipe. It will finish cooking in the amount of time allotted for white rice.I sure hope
Bruce Weinstein and Mark Scarbrough writes another "Cooking for Two" cookbook soon.

I appreciated how the book offered recipes with the perfect portion sizes. The authors understand
that when cooking for company, there is no need for leftovers. Who wants to eat the leftovers for the
remainder of the week? Its also good for singles. There's just enough for dinner and a portion to
take to lunch. The authors also offer a variety of dishes and gives an expected cooking time (quick

meal, all day meal)for each recipe, as well as several replacement items for the basic staples. Now,
if I could only find a book 'Cooking For One', I'd be in heaven.

I received this cookbook about 9 months ago as a gift and have tried at least half the recipes in it
and have not found one that my husband and I do not like--seafood, beef, pork, vegetarian, salads,
and desserts. All of the flavors blend so well and the portion sizes are just perfect for two. We are
empty nesters so the 2 part of the book is of great benefit when we try to rein in our portion
sizes.Some of the recipes call for ingredients that may be a little difficult to find in your Mom and
Pop grocery store but most higher end super stores have a large selection. Very rarely have I had to
substitute an ingredient and I live in the deep south where ethnic food is not usually the highlight of
the stores.Most of the recipes can be cooked in 30 minutes to an hour. If you would like to expand
your cooking expertise and enjoy simple but wonderfully blended dishes this is the book for you.

I've been cooking for my famliy for over 20 years, and this past June, my daughter got married,
leaving me my husband and me to eat by ourselves. We enjoy the privacy, but not the food. We
hate leftovers so I started buying individual frozen macaroni and cheese and lasagna dinners for us.
And I've resorted to break and bake cookies unless the kids are coming over. I just don't want 6
dozen cookies in the house or I'll eat them all. But we miss the taste of cookies from scratch. I saw
this book and bought it on the spot. I love that I can bake 6 cookies, or two brownies. I've made the
mac and cheese casserole and we love it. I doubled it to serve my daughter and her new husband,
which in the end makes this book truly flexible and usable. I recommend this book to any retired
couple, newlywed, or engaged couple.

Cooking for Two is a collection of 120 recipes varying from simple to elegant scaled down for two
people. It even includes recipes for dishes that traditionally are made with more people in mind such
as casseroles. No more leftovers! Whenever I've seen scaled down recipes, there were always
obscure quantities of ingredients that would leave me with odds and ends of various ingredients.
This book addresses this issue very well by making substitutions for items. For example a quail egg
is smaller than a chicken egg and is, therefore, an excellent substitute for eggs when you don't need
to use a whole one. The book also has a nice section entitled "a quick reference guide to some
ingredients." It provides useful information on purchasing and preserving many ingredients like
ancho chiles and clam juice. Recipes also have certain symbols next to their names if they are
simple and quick or more timeconsuming, for maybe that special dinner for two.The escarole, white

bean, and roasted garlic soup was delicious. The recipe was easy to follow and came with serving
suggestions. I placed a toasted round of bread in my bowl before adding the soup - the best part
was on the bottom!
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